Creating a Collection with Enwoven

Enwoven is a visual and collaborative digital documentation tool.

The Enwoven website allows users to create a digital collection with different multimedia tools in order to chronicle events, tell stories, and collect memories.

These multimedia tools include:

- Photos
- Videos
- Audio recordings
- Interactive map
- Interactive timeline
- Social media posts

To create a collection, users can upload, record, or pull from the web. Or they can collect files from their computers or mobile devices. Users can also search YouTube, Vimeo, and Google Images, or import from Instagram, Dropbox, Google Photos, and more.

The stories told through the Enwoven website are multi-layered, and when collaboratively created, can provide multiple perspectives. You can make your Enwoven stories even more compelling by combining pictures with recordings and commentary.

Projects are private and secure by default. However, users can decide to make them public and invite others to work with them on a project.